Privacy Declaration of the collected information
The present Privacy Declaration manages the modalities of collection,
conservation and use of the personal data that you supply to us through this
site. Assure yourself to take acquaintance of all the present Declaration,
before using or communicating information to this site.
Using this site you accept the terms of the Privacy Declaration.
Every time that you communicate to us the information through this web site,
you give your assent that they are collected, used and disclosed in the
respect of the present Declaration.
The personal data are collected when they are communicated voluntarily from
the visitor of this web site and are destined to the purpose which they are
supplied and for the services that are taken care to answer to its demands.
Me.T.A. Italia will not use identifiable personal informations for the direct
spreading or the collection of informations not demanded unless your
authorization for this use has not been given.
We will use the identifiable personal informations only for inner purposes, that
can include the communication to the affiliated societies but also to our
advisers and our commercial or scientific partners for an additional treatment,
in the respect to the purpose or purposes, for which the data/informations
have initially been collected. The communication is carried out only if such
subjects are engaged to maintain the information confidential.
No registering is necessary to vision our web space, allowing you to visit the
entire web site without communicate us your identity.
The personal data collected from us can be transferred to other associate or
filial societies of Me.T.A. Italia srl, in case this was necessary in order to
satisfy the purpose for which you (visitor) have supplied the information. By
supplying the data on these bases, you supply us your explicit assent to the
transnational transmission of the collected data for the satisfaction of your
demands.
The identifiable personal data are kept in a safe way and we will make our
best in order to protect these informations from losses, unauthorized use,
unauthorized access, spreading, alterations or destructions. Only the
authorized personnel of Me.T.A. Italia srl or our commercial and scientific
partners or advisors (that have accepted to conserve the data in a safe way)
have access to the identifiable personal data.
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The site uses addresses that follow the "Internet Protocol (IP)" system,
generally considered as a system that keeps the personal data not
identifiable and that we use in order to diagnose the problems with our server
and to monitor the visits number and the visualized pages.
In order to well manage our site, we can record anonymous informations on
our operating systems and identify categories of visitors, according to the
types of domains and browser. These statistics are communicated altogether
to our webmaster. This to assure that our site is of pleasant consultation for
the visitor and constitutes an efficient source of informations.
You have the right to access to the personal data that you have supplied
through this site and to ask that they are cancelled, corrected or updated,
sending an email to us through this web site.
According to the rules that protect the personal data, it is a personal right that
can be practiced for emergency reasons only from the interested person
regarding its own informations.
For security reasons, the involved service will verify your identity in order to
avoid every communication of information regarding you to another person.
It is possible that some links of this site can lead you to sites not covered
from the present Declaration. We advise you to control personally the norms
on the privacy that are applied in these sites. In any cases we are
responsible of the current norms in these sites.
It is forbidden to send or to transmit any illegal, intimidating, slandering,
obscene, scandalous, provocative, pornographic, profane material or any
other material that can constitutes or encourages criminal behaviors or any
material that can violate the law.
We will cooperate with the police for the respect of the law and with the
judicial authorities in the case that they will demand or impose us to reveal
the identity of individuals who send information or materials like mentioned in
the previous paragraph.
We reserve the right to modify or to improve the present Declaration at any
moment. The entrance in vigor will be indicated at the beginning of the
Declaration. We suggest you to control, periodically, this Declaration, in
particular, before providing any identifiable personal information.
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If you have any questions or claims regarding the present Privacy
Declaration, or if you desire to communicate any recommendations or
comments, in order to improve the quality of the Declaration, please send, an
email to the following address: info@meta-italia.eu.
Rel. 1.0, 15.july.2009
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